Theoretical Framework for the Development of Community Sense

Abstract

The paper focuses on the quite original and not much discussed subject of the relationship between volunteerism and community sense, whose support in Czech society has great potential for the development and functioning of a humane-oriented civil society. First, the paper depicts both concepts and capacity of volunteering utilization in the development of the community sense. Then it emphasizes two promising ways of volunteering support that take into account the educational and developmental context. These are the development of prosocial values and positive shaping of youth happiness. As the presented findings indicate, the individual happiness impacts on both the individual’s prosocial orientation and willingness to volunteer that is enhanced also by prosocial values.
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Introduction

The paper presents a theoretical proposal of a scheme of relations between several concepts whose mutual relations emerge separately in the literature and whose complex connections may offer space for extending the positive development of the individual in terms of his personality and life satisfaction as well as from the perspective of contemporary society needs (in terms of promoting civic awareness, responsibility and involvement). This need seems topical, due to the increasing...